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This has been a great half term, the best in
18 months in many ways as we’ve been ‘all
back together’ for a good stretch of time
without many interruptions!

The children have been fabulous and have shown
how much they enjoy school by getting on
with their learning despite all the changes that
have happened around them. They are
very resilient and keen to ‘get on with
catching up lost learning’. Staff have been
very flexible in responding to needs and I’m
sure you will join me in thanking them for all
their hard work this half-term particularly.
After a nice break we will enter Phase 3 of
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our ‘phased return to school which
will see us working as teams to
‘plug the gaps’ we have found in
pupils’ learning and also ensure a
‘full curriculum offer’. Lots of music,
art, drama, sport, interesting topics
about the world and how things work
and all the things children need to know about
to finish off their school year. Hopefully, this will
coincide with the Nationwide restrictions easing
too - making things so much nicer for the rest
of the summer. However, for now; please have a
lovely week off and take care of yourselves and
each other.

Learning Focus

Writing across the curriculum
This week’s focus has been on writing across the
curriculum and we have seen children in all year
groups and across the federation, motivated,
focused and on task with their writing
activities. There have been
opportunities where the children
Congratulations to all the rosette winners this week.
have accessed guided and shared
WILLIAM STOCKTON
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writing with a teacher’s support and
times where the children have been
Keira Bremner
Jack B (Horse Chestnut)
writing independently using the skills
Nilyay Redzheb
Billie Gresty
that they have built up over this year.
Emir Redzheb
Chrystal Darlington
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We return to school on Monday 7th June
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Google Meet

There will be another Google Meet for
parents after half term to discuss how the
next phase of our return plan is progressing
- Date and time will be shared after half
term through our usual platforms.

The Federation has achieved the
Primary Science Quality Mark Well Done everyone and a special
thank you to Mrs Williams, Mrs
Clarke and Miss Copley for their work on this.

